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The Educative Value of Holidays
for Children

A Qipsy Tea s Qirl Quides Enjoy Life in the Open

'JThere was a time when holidays
were considered merely as

necessary periods of cessation from
work periods when over-driven
teachers, fatigued to the point of
exhaustion, were forced to give
their tiresome pupils a rest that they
themselves might recuperate from
the strain of the term’s work. But
it is realised to-day that holidays
are of much more importance than
this from the educational point of
view. They have a positive part
to play in the education of the child.
They are to be considered, not as
a necessary evil, but as times of
great opportunity. In the holidays
children have a chance to develop
as individuals and to follow up their
own particular interests in their own
way.

The interests of the modern child
are many. They include subjects
taught in school as well as hobbies
and recreations. In the old days,
when children were taught parrot-
fashion from a book, the healthy
child would have scorned to work
ip his own time on any subject

taught at school. Arithmetic, geo-
graphy, science held merely an acad-
emic interest for the clever child
and no interest at all for the dull
one. But now arithmetic is taught
on practical linesone actually
meaures out the number of tiles
required to pave the playground and
perhaps even actually helps in the
paving before being expected to
work sums involving the problem;
geography is taught on practical
lin.s as rlst is science. Naturally
enough the child enjoys subjects
which he sees have to do with real
life. Naturally enough when he
has taken an active part in the
learning process at school, he often
continues with it in the holidays.
He follows up the school physics
by studying clouds and weather,
school zoology by adding to his
collection of butterflies, school
geometry by getting out plans
and models of his ideal house or
garden. For the clever child edu-
cated on constructive modern lines
holidays are generally both busy and
happy.

Some children, however, appear
to do nothing connected with school
work at all. They dream their
time away or fill it up with games
and picnics. But for all that their
actual school education may be pro-
gressing very satisfactorily. With
the advance in knowledge of the
new psychology we have learned
what an important part the uncon-
scious mind plays in all mental pro-
cesses. Most subjects of study need
an incubation-time— time during
which facts learned at school may
be thoroughly absorbed by the un-
conscious mind. The summer noli-
days, coming as they do after the
end-ot-term examinations, are par-
ucularly valuable in providing leis-
tire tor tins period of incubation.
Very often the child goes back to
school alter the holidays far
brighter

tl™ ho
keener on a certain

subject than he was before, simply
because during all the weeks of rest
certain facts have been grouping
and synthesising themselves in his
mind, although he has made no con-
scious effort and done no conscious
work,

Holidays, too, give the child a
chance to follow up his own in-
dividual interests. Any knowledge
acquired by the child spontaneously
is usually acquired at the cost of
great effort. This is true of child-
ren of all ages. Babies teaching
themselves to walk practice walk-
ing far more persistently- than we
should have the heart to make them
practice; toddlers plaving voluntar-
ily with the Montessori apparatus
repeat their exercises more often
than grown-ups would ask them to
do. Spontaneous work like this
; s the work that makes for charac-
tcr. During the hours of wholesome
effort the child's power of concen-
tration. his will-power, his purpose
grows. There are ever so manv
interests that children will choose
to follow up in the holidays. There
arc Spedal opportunities for Nature. ,
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hel(ls ' or . by lhc seashore. There
arc lobbies to be strenuously pur-
sued—collecting stamps or shells,
birds' eggs, or butterflies, pebbles,
keeping pets, gardening, and so on,


